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More than Shelter. A Defining Moment 
 

CREATING A PATH TOWARD COMMUNITY RENEWAL  
THROUGH A VISIONARY COLLABORATIVE PLAN 

 

Imagine the daily existence of a woman struggling with health issues who lingers too long on a local 
street and is told to “move along.” But how do you keep moving all day with everything you own in 
tow and nowhere to go? As the day turns to dusk, this tired and hungry woman is now overwhelmed 
with the fear of finding a place to sleep, where she and her meager belongings are safe and out of the 
elements. 

Consider the low-income single parent or frail elder who were managing to survive on meager incomes 
in Paradise, only to lose everything in the Camp Fire. With no insurance, no job, no place to live, few 
if any resources, no family support systems, and dwindling disaster assistance, where will they find 
housing and the support they need to prevent long-term homelessness? 

Executive Summary: Expanded Crisis Leads to Creative Response 
 
Large or small, urban or rural, communities nationwide are striving to address the growing impacts 
of homelessness on public resources, businesses and neighborhoods, and – most of all – those who 
are suffering. Unfortunately, the human tragedy and challenges of people struggling to live with 
precarious housing have taken on new and urgent meaning in Chico and Butte County. 

In the early morning hours of November 8, 2018, the Camp Fire – the most destructive in 
California history – raged through the neighboring communities of Paradise, Magalia and 
Concow. Thousands fled for their lives in harrowing conditions, with most leaving everything they 
owned behind.  

The scope of the disaster is staggering1:  
• 85 people lost their lives, with two people still unaccounted for – making it the deadliest 

wildfire in the US since 1918 
• More than 153,000 acres were consumed – the equivalent to nearly 116,000 football fields or 

more than 10 cities the size of Manhattan 
• With winds close to 50 mph, the fire moved so quickly the majority of damage occurred 

within the first four hours, and the communities of Concow and Paradise were destroyed 

                                                
1 Wikipedia.org: Camp Fire (2018); Cal OES 
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within the first six hours – with a large number of residents unable to evacuate before the fire 
arrived  

• An estimated $16.5 billion in total damages, with one-quarter, $4 billion, of that total 
uninsured – prompting one of the world’s leading insurance providers to describe the Camp 
Fire as the most expensive natural disaster in the world in 2018 

• More than 19,000 structures were destroyed or damaged, including 13,972 residences 
destroyed and 462 damaged, 528 commercial buildings destroyed and 102 damaged, and 4,293 
other structures destroyed 

• Feather River Hospital, the largest employer in Paradise, was so heavily damaged that it may 
never reopen – causing more than 1,300 people to lose their jobs 

• In Paradise alone, five public schools, a large shopping center anchored by Safeway, and 
numerous small businesses were destroyed and many others gravely damaged – decimating 
both short and long-term revenues for the entire town  

• A severely compromised water system is showing high levels of toxic contaminants, including 
heavy metals, dioxins, parasites, and Benzene from burning plastic pipes  

• The Camp Fire cleanup is considered the largest, most complicated and most expensive 
hazardous materials cleanup in California history 

• An estimated five million tons of debris will need to be removed – that’s more than three 
times the amount removed from New York’s ground zero following the 9-11 attacks – and 
will require more than 400 semi-trucks working daily to remove the debris over a projected 18-
24 month period 

Literally overnight, Butte County and the Chico community swelled by 52,000 residents displaced 
and devastated by the fire. Months later, up to 20,000 of those evacuees are estimated to still be 
living in Chico. Hotels remain at capacity. People are still “couch surfing” from friend to friend, 
home to home. Whole families are crammed into spare bedrooms or are forced to live apart. 
Motorhomes, camper trailers and SUVs line neighborhood streets and surrounding orchards, 
providing shelter for hundreds with nowhere to go in this rural college town and farming center.   

In short, tens of thousands of people of all ages survived an intense, life-changing and traumatic 
experience, with large numbers remaining without a home to return to or even a job. Rebuilding 
efforts are expected to take several years, even a decade, creating long-term challenges for 
individuals, businesses and community infrastructure.  

The fire is out but the crisis is not over. 

Unfortunately, Butte County was struggling long before the outbreak of the Camp Fire. High rates 
of poverty2, food insecurity3 and cost of living combined with severe housing shortages were 
already in the alarming and unhealthy ranges. Prior to the fire, Chico had a housing vacancy rate 
near one percent. Rents often exceeded wages and incomes, forcing low-income workers, families, 
the medically fragile, and seniors to the streets. The region had already declared shelter crises in 
Butte County, the City of Chico, the City of Oroville, and was just about to declare in the City of 
Paradise when the inferno ignited.  

                                                
2 21% vs 14% nationally, per https://datausa.io/profile/geo/butte-county-ca/ 
3 18% vs 15% statewide, per http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/app/california/2016/measure/factors/139/data 
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Even before the fire, more than 2,000 people were living homeless in Butte County4. More than 
half (some 1,100 people) were living homeless in Chico alone, far surpassing the roughly 460 
emergency and transitional housing beds available each night.  

Additionally, as long as there is no option of sleeping indoors, government entities cannot enforce 
ordinances that require people sleeping on public property to move on. In September 2018, the 
U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that prosecuting people for sleeping on public property 
when they have no access to shelter violates 
the U.S. Constitution’s ban on cruel and 
unusual punishment. Given the lack of 
shelter space in Chico and surrounding 
Butte County, public resources, community 
and individual health, and quality of life for 
all are challenged. 

Regardless of the cause of their 
homelessness, the common thread is that 
people without shelter all live crisis to crisis, 
simply trying to exist each and every day in 
an often unwelcoming and frequently hostile 
environment. For Chico, the overnight 
impact of the Camp Fire on the city’s 
infrastructure and services has created a 
cascade of tremendous challenges for a 
caring community that is struggling to 
address an expanded crisis with compassion 
and proficiency. 

Fortunately, there is a plan emerging to bring a measure of respite to a community in desperate 
need of renewal.  

Led by the Jesus Center, an innovative alliance of social service providers; faith-based and 
nonprofit groups; and civic, community and business leaders are uniting behind an integrated, 
community-wide response to the complexity of homelessness and the associated needs.  

The Renewal Center, hosted by the Jesus Center, is a new multi-functional, collaborative facility 
designed to consolidate critical services in a central location, allowing for enhanced programming 
and increased sheltering that addresses the highly diverse and complicated needs of the people 
experiencing homelessness in the community. 

This new 63,000 square-foot facility will be located on nearly four-acres near the Silver Dollar 
Fairgrounds and will replace the Jesus Center’s nearly 120-year-old building on Park Avenue with 
new housing options to support the intense need.  

At the heart of the plan is the opportunity to spread God’s love for all His people by 
dramatically changing homeless services and increasing housing in Chico and Butte County for 
those at highest risk of long-term homelessness.  

                                                
4 2017 Butte County Homeless Point in Time Census & Survey Report 

I was so impressed when I visited Chico before the 
Camp Fire. The buy-in for the Renewal Center by 
such a diverse group of business leaders, community 
officials, nonprofit organizations, and city and 
county agencies was extraordinary. Everyone at the 
table was working together to address a critical 
community need. This will help in today’s 
challenging environment. We know from experience 
how a devastating fire only heightens the necessity 
for a collaborative response to an expanded crisis of 
people living with no or very few housing options. 
Fortunately, the Jesus Center’s early work with its 
community partners will significantly help the region 
move forward during this defining moment in Butte 
County’s history. 
 
Emma Moyer, Senior Program Manager, Abode Services in 
Napa County    
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Homelessness: A Human, Health and Economic Crisis 
 
Before we can effectively address the problem in Chico and the planned impact of The Renewal 
Center, it is important to understand the overall effects of homelessness.  

Fundamentally, homelessness is a human 
tragedy of unparalleled loss. Most spend their 
days just trying to find food, water and a safe 
place to shelter, with little time for anything 
but survival. It is a grueling and demeaning 
24-hour-a-day job. With nowhere to go, 
people without shelter are incessantly having 
to move to avoid confrontation with 
businesses, homeowners and law 
enforcement. This state of constant crisis 
makes it difficult to find work, to get sober, 
to seek job skills or an education, or to 
address physical, emotional or mental health 
needs.  

Their difficult life experiences often make 
them distrust people, authorities and 
institutions – even those who are trying to 
help. Moreover, in today’s society, it is 
almost impossible for a man or woman to 
secure employment and contribute to society 
without an address – let alone a place to 
store food and belongings, to feel safe 
enough to manage a regular schedule, to get 
ready for work each day, or to provide for 
children.  

Homelessness also can create a serious public 
health problem. Without housing, people 
without shelter often have to sleep, eat, 
bathe, and even relieve themselves without 
proper facilities wherever they are at any 
given time. They lack access to even basic health care. This makes them prone to developing 
expensive chronic illnesses made worse by unimaginable living conditions – sleeping outside where 
they are exposed to all weather environments, without access to healthy food or water sources, and 
living in close quarters with others experiencing far more critical and often contagious health 
issues.  

Serious illnesses including tuberculosis, hepatitis A, and untreated diabetes are more common in 
people living homeless than among the general population. Men and especially women without 
housing are also more vulnerable to violence and abuse, lacking the basic safety that a home 
provides.  

HOMELESSNESS ON THE RISE… 

In our Nation & State 

• More than half a million Americans are 
homeless, of which 20% are children. 

• Only 65% are in emergency shelters or 
transitional housing programs, with the rest 
living in unsheltered locations.  

• California has the highest rate of homelessness 
in the country, with 21% of the nation’s 
homeless living in the Golden State. 

In our County & City 

• Nearly 2,000 individuals are experiencing 
homeless in Butte County: 85% of which were 
adults only, 8% were family households, and 
6% were unaccompanied youth.  

• Chico had the highest count at 1,096 
individuals, consisting of a little over half of the 
total homeless population in Butte County. 

• More than three-fourths of the adults and 
unaccompanied youth had lived in Butte 
County for more than three years, and more 
than half of those surveyed had lived in the 
county for over 10 years.  

• Almost 80% were living in Butte County when 
they became homeless and nearly 90% 
confirmed that Butte County is their home.  

Sources: National Alliance to End Homelessness; 2017 Butte County 
Homeless Point in Time Census & Survey Report 
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Research indicates that the lives of people who are homeless are shortened on average by nearly 
30 years5, solely as the result of circumstances that could be changed to produce better outcomes 
for everyone. 

Homelessness also generates serious expenses for communities. From emergency room visits and 
other health care costs, to law enforcement and incarceration, to homeless encampment cleanup 
and increased public assistance, to local business and tourism losses, people without housing tend 
to be high consumers of public resources. Research shows that a person who is chronically 
homeless costs taxpayers an average of $35,578 per year for associated expenses such as health care, 
law enforcement and other services. Moving an individual from homelessness to supportive 
housing reduces that individual’s cost to taxpayers by 50 percent.6 

The Camp Fire has only exacerbated the problems in Chico for those working to address the 
growing crisis of people currently or precariously at risk of long-term homelessness. According to 
the most recent US Census data7, the poverty rate in Paradise alone was nearly 14%, with the 
median household income hovering just under $49,000 -- some 30% lower than the median 
household income for the rest of the state and 18% lower than the national median8. More than a 
quarter of its residents were also over the age of 
65, with the vast majority on fixed incomes. 
Because housing was more affordable, many low-
income seniors, working families, single parents, 
and physically or medically fragile individuals 
surviving on meager public assistance lived in 
Paradise, Magalia or Concow. Even with disaster 
assistance, these vulnerable populations are 
expected to stretch already thin support systems 
and affordable housing options in Chico and 
Butte County. 

While the stories of those who survived the Camp 
Fire are powerful, it is equally important to 
understand that the vast majority of those 
previously living homeless are also affected by 
compelling and frequently traumatic life 
experiences.  

This is why the Jesus Center and the Renewal Center collaborative are focused on a holistic and 
compassionate approach to supporting all of their most vulnerable neighbors and contributing 
to the renewal of the entire community. 

  

                                                
5 National Health Care for the Homeless Council: nhchc.org 
6 National Alliance to End Homelessness: endhomelessness.org 
7 www.census.gov/quickfacts/paradisetowncalifornia 
8 www.deptofnumbers.com/income/california 

Having the opportunity to work with Executive 
Director Cootsona and the Jesus Center 
Renewal Team to evaluate solutions to 
community-wide concerns has been extremely 
rewarding. I’ve been impressed with the 
professionalism, responsiveness and true desire 
to look for a big picture solution towards 
helping mitigate the impacts of homelessness on 
both the Chico citizens/businesses and those 
experiencing it. The collaborative spirit of the 
Jesus Center team is to be commended and 
applauded as a new paradigm in public-private 
partnerships is being forged. 
 
Mark Orme, City Manager, City of Chico 
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THE JESUS CENTER: A LEGACY OF HOPE AND HELP FOR THE HOMELESS 
 
For nearly 40 years, the Jesus Center has provided much more than shelter and a meal. Some may 
come to their doors seeking food and shelter but are then drawn into critical wrap-around services 
and programs designed to help them achieve their individual and God-given potential.  

Through collaborative resources and highly effective programs, they help individuals overcome 

unspeakable trauma and despair to find a path towards  
self-sufficiency and hope. As a Chico-based, independent 
nonprofit organization, their mission is to effectively 
respond to the complexities of poverty, hunger and 
homelessness with the compassion formed by faith – 
regardless of the individual’s beliefs. 

Underlying all that they do are four core values that drive 
every decision, every program and every effort to respond to the unique needs of the participants 
they support: 

Christ-Centered  

“Founded in God’s love, we serve by respecting human dignity, offering hope and a path to 
transforming their lives.” 

Collaborative 

“In response to the complexity of homelessness, hunger and poverty we work with our community to 
restore our people from isolation to community integration.” 

Accountable 

“Responsible Stewardship of the resources provided by our supporters, volunteers, and employees.” 

Restorative 

“Inspiring people to reach their full spiritual, physical, emotional and vocational wellness.” 

Every day, more than 200 people rely on The Jesus Center for meals, emergency and transitional 
shelter, encouragement, and services that include:  

 Drop-In Services and Resource Center– The Park Avenue location has offered an open door 
for people who need their basic needs met: food, rest, and the love of God. The current Jesus 
Center serves nutritious meals twice daily and provides access to restroom and shower 
facilities. Participants also have access to donated clothing, mail service, phones, and 
computers. In our Resource Center, staff connects participants to public benefits (such as 
social security or Veterans services), housing and employment opportunities. The Resource 
Center is the pivotal location where people receive encouragement, comfort and renewed hope 
through critical programs, including addiction counseling, vocational training, spiritual 
guidance, and health and human services. 
 

THE JESUS CENTER MISSION… 
In response to the complexity of homelessness, 

hunger and poverty, we work with our 
community to restore those suffering from 

isolation to community integration. 
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 Housing – Sabbath House provides temporary secure sheltering every night for up to 23 
women and children who are without a stable home. Six sites (House of Hope, Sage House, Myrtle 
House, Holly House, Birch House, and St. Joseph Lily House) provide transitional housing for up to 
40 individuals (including families). For all of 
these individuals, the Jesus Center assists in 
helping them find access to permanent housing 
when it is available – yet the impact of the Camp 
Fire has dramatically decreased permanent 
housing sources.  

 
 Vocational Training – The Jesus Center’s 

vocational training sites provide the practical 
skills and renewed self-confidence that comes 
from participants learning new skills that 
contribute to the community in which they live. 
The staff also works with those who need to 
develop the “soft skills” employers look for in a 
suitable employee.  The Jesus Center operates 
and advocates for vocational training through:  

 
 A kitchen run by staff and participants where they learn cooking, kitchen prep and 

clean-up by serving two meals daily at the Center. Food Handler certification courses 
are offered at least three times a year to give the participants an opportunity to gain the 
needed qualifications for community employment. 

 
 Landscaping Crew teaches yard maintenance while serving community clients by 

maintaining healthy and beautiful landscapes. 
 

 Bloomin’ Hope Flower Cart provides business training opportunities for women in 
the shelter and transitional housing program while offering flower arranging skill 
building and the joy of beauty. 

 
 The Farm Project provides internships for its participants in a farm setting that is 

financially supported through a Community Supported Agriculture program, church 
partnerships, and community support. Participants learn all of the activities of a 
working farm from seed to harvest including composting, organic practices and the 
relationship of God and the land. 

 
 Free Store and Warehouse is stocked with donated clothing, dry goods, sundries and 

other personal items that homeless participants may choose from using an earned 
voucher system. Participants learn retail experience by working in the warehouse and 
store. 

 
  

JESUS CENTER’S IMPACT 
• 200 homeless individuals come to the 

Center for resources and renewal every day.  

• 60 men, women and children are 
housed at seven different sites. 

• 300 meals are served daily in its kitchen. 

• 10 job training sites within the Jesus Center 
program combined with collaboration 
alongside six other agencies help participants 
gain critical employment skills. 

• 87% of the Jesus Center’s Housing Program 
participants move on to permanent housing 

•   
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Founded in 1982, the Jesus Center is governed by a Board of Directors comprised of community 
and business leaders. The Jesus Center’s current $1.2 million annual budget is primarily funded 
through private donations, corporate and foundation grants, and special events, including the 
highly successful “Run for Food” on Thanksgiving Day – the largest event in Chico. 

 

CRITICAL JUNCTURE LEADS TO TRANSFORMING OPPORTUNITY 
 
Most areas of our society have rebounded from the recent economic downturn, but not everyone. 
The effects of job loss, under employment, low wages, lack of affordable housing, cuts to public 
health and safety net services, and the staggering rise in opioid and other addictions combined to 
create a crisis of homelessness in Chico, Butte County, the State of California and communities 
nationwide.  

The Jesus Center’s leadership recognized this growing trend and, more importantly, the 
opportunity to engage the Chico community and build key partnerships to enhance services and 
outcomes in an effective, efficient and coordinated approach. 

This effort began more than two years ago with the Jesus Center leadership and Board of Directors 
taking a step back from looking at the growing issue solely from the perspective of their own 
organization. Instead, they made a concerted effort to use a “community lens” to identify the 
strengths and core competencies of other agencies and service providers to determine gaps in 
services and opportunities to collaborate for enhanced efficiencies and outcomes.   

Their assessment led to a multi-year research effort to identify emerging best practices that will 
work in Chico. Board and staff members travelled to 10 cities throughout the West to evaluate 
successful homeless service agencies and nonprofit organizations. Their goal was to identify 
tangible strategies and learn what is and is not working to effectively address the rising tide of 
homelessness and its effect on individuals, businesses, neighborhoods, and public resources.  

Through this research, and now in critical response to the Camp Fire, the Jesus Center leadership 
clearly identified a significant opportunity to create systemic changes in Chico using innovative 
strategies and promising best practices to resolve key barriers to housing, independence and 
wholeness. As such, the Jesus Center pinpointed several key approaches to drive renewed 
commitment to resolving homelessness in our community.  
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While the research and assessment of the fire’s impact continues, some of these early key findings 
include: 

ü COMMUNITY COLLABORATION   
Communities that successfully address homeless issues are looking at how city and county-wide 
systems can be enhanced to provide a synchronized approach, rather than through a siloed and 
sometimes redundant or uncoordinated 
services model. Chico is fortunate to 
have a strong network of government 
agencies, faith-based organizations, and 
nonprofit service providers all working 
diligently to support our most 
vulnerable neighbors – both pre and 
post Camp Fire. Even before the fire, 
these groups frequently work together 
and often refer participants to each 
other, based on an individual or 
family’s particular need. Still, people in 
need today must work with multiple 
agencies and case workers, all in 
different locations, to access services. The Jesus Center’s research found that a centralized 
point of entry combined with a collaborative and coordinated approach to case management, 
data integration and wrap-around services increases efficiencies for all, reduces redundancies, 
maximizes resources, and boosts outcomes for participants and the community.  
 

ü FLEXIBLE, CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH 
Emergency shelters are a critical component of an effective crisis response system because 
people experiencing a housing crisis need immediate, accessible and safe shelter.  Ideally, 
shelter would be accessible to all people seeking 
an alternative to sleeping on the streets, but when 
shelters are heavily restrictive, they often prevent 
admission to those who are the most vulnerable. 
Low-barrier and other flexible approaches are 
based on the concept that a homeless individual 
or family's first and primary need is to obtain 
stable housing where staff is committed to client-
centered approaches. In order to be truly client-
centered, professionals must be able to effectively 
understand that every person who walks into a 
shelter comes with his or her own story, strengths 
and challenges.  

Some may be newly homeless and reeling from 
the loss of housing due to the Camp Fire, while 
others may be at risk due to rising rents and no 
housing alternatives, divorce, job loss, or an 

Community problems start being solved when 
leaders focus on what is best for the community. The 
Jesus Center leadership team has taken an agency 
problem and turned it into an opportunity for our 
community to come together around one of our 
most challenging social issues. A system wide 
solution with collaboration from a variety of agencies 
is the right approach to address homelessness in 
Chico and our County. With projects like these, true 
change can be achieved. 
 
Shelby Boston, MSW, Director of Butte County 
Department of Employment and Social Services 
 
 

When a participant comes to the Jesus 
Center, they show up in many different 
ways regardless of why they find themselves 
experiencing homelessness.  

Experiencing an unexpected life 
change or circumstantial crisis but are 
independent/self-motivated. 

 Feeling defeated or hopeless, and/or 
may have physical, mental, developmental, 
and/or emotional health issues. 

Chronically homeless and/or actively 
addicted to alcohol or other drugs. 
 
Given the diversity of behaviors and needs, 
programs need to be diverse in nature. In 
our current facility, this type of comingling 
doesn’t bring people to success.  
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accident or illness suffered by themselves, a spouse or child. Others may be working through 
depression, hopelessness, cognitive challenges, lack of social skills, or the long-term health 
issues that prevents them from securing and maintaining stable employment and housing. 
Some may be chronically homeless due to PTSD, other mental health issues, or traumatic 
childhood experiences that make them distrustful of those who can help them. Still others are 
battling mind-altering addictions to alcohol and other drugs that prevent them from improving 
their situation.  

Flexible services that can quickly respond to evolving community needs are the cornerstone of 
a functional crisis responses system, as they aim to reduce as many barriers as possible and 
increase the volume of people who are eligible for housing-focused supportive services. 
Research demonstrates that communities that embrace flexible approaches to sheltering, 
including low-barrier shelters, with accountability measures in place are making great strides in 
moving those who are without a home from the streets to housing. This is accomplished by 
providing individual case management and wrap-around services to address the fundamental 
causes of each person’s homelessness.  

ü FLEXIBLE FACILITIES TO MATCH CHANGING NEEDS 
Given the best practice of tailoring services to meet the unique needs of each person or family, 
highly effective agencies have developed facilities with adequate and variable space in which to 
run their housing and support programs, depending on the needs of their participants at any 
given time.  

These programs allow for separation of 
participants through effective and flexible 
design. Veterans who are homeless, for 
example, experience improved outcomes 
when housed with other veterans who have 
lived through war and understand its effects. 
Participants recovering from drug addiction 
can be housed apart from those in recovery 
and surrounded with counseling and support 
services specific to their needs.  

Seniors with physical or medical issues can receive needed support. Families, including single 
parents, that need a safe place to regroup and gain the skills necessary to secure employment 
can live in an environment conducive to their situation, whether it’s parenting or financial 
management classes, vocational training, or other programs designed to support their success. 

ü FORMAL STREET OUTREACH IS CRITICAL 
Formal street outreach, a collaborative effort of local, public and nonprofit entities who work 
to provide housing to those in greatest need, is the capstone component of a strengths-based 
approach to finding sustainable solutions for individuals struggling with chronic homelessness. 
An overwhelming majority of chronically homeless individuals struggle with complex, multi-
layered issues that cannot be treated by simply finding them a job or housing; thus, although 
their most basic, immediate needs can be met, these individuals often fall through the cracks 
and continue to live on the streets. The challenges presented by these situations necessitate 
that outreach teams take a strengths-based approach to their work, where instead of asking 

Safe Space is excited to collaborate with the 
Jesus Center on this project. Their attention to 
detail, professionalism, and ready engagement 
with a variety of organizations to determine 
best practices for sheltering have all been 
important to the continuing success of this 
project. 
 
Safe Space Winter Shelter, Shelter Operations Team  
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“What is wrong with this person?” they identify the challenges that a person is facing and work 
to transform their inner narrative by emphasizing that person’s strengths and capabilities, 
building confidence and creating positive expectations that things can change. With this 
approach, an outreach team – which typically includes behavioral health professionals, case 
managers, advocates and local law enforcement – begins to build a relationship. When a strong 
relationship is established, outreach teams can effectively address goals such as behavioral 
health treatment, family reengagement, wraparound case management, addiction treatment or 
housing services and ultimately, draw folks into existing resources.  

 
These and other findings are inspiring a focus on a broader community response to supporting 
people living without shelter.  
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THE RENEWAL CENTER: AN EXCITING PLAN TO TRANSFORM LIVES 

Armed with decades of service experience and research on emerging best practices, the Jesus 
Center has developed an innovative approach to improve the lives of those experiencing 
homelessness. They are initiating a comprehensive and collaborative effort that provides both the 
physical infrastructure and the strategic plan needed to launch an integrated, proactive and holistic 
approach to addressing the complex issues of homelessness.  

This is how the plan for The Renewal Center was born. 

The core motivation for the Jesus Center to launch the Renewal Center is the Christian call to 
serve the least among us. The goal is to break down barriers that often derail progress from a life of 
hopelessness and despair to one of promise and potential. This begins by engaging and taking a 
broad, community-centric view to help those suffering from isolation and hopelessness and move 
them to housing enriched with supportive services. 

To that end, the Jesus Center has engaged other 
service agencies, faith-based programs and nonprofit 
organizations to develop an integrated, shared 
services model. Their vision is to create a central 
location where complementary agencies can co-
locate to maximize impact and efficiencies in an 
environment that encourages and inspires a positive 
and life-changing path to a better quality of life.  

Every person needing shelter will be assessed and 
triaged by staff. This will allow for quick 
identification of the barriers preventing a person 
who is homeless from moving forward to housing – 
whether it be temporary or permanent supportive 
housing, transportation to unite with family, social 
or behavioral skills training, or treatment for drug 
addiction, mental or physical illness. Every 
participant would then have one case manager who 
could evaluate and customize a plan for housing 
and wrap-around services provided by the Jesus 
Center and partner organizations. 

This coordinated and collocated approach will also 
provide for more efficient and cost-effective systems 
for every partner organization, allowing staff to 
better track a participant’s needs and outcomes. The management, tracking and sharing of key 
information between all service providers on The Renewal Center campus (and those connected 

JESUS CENTER’S PLANNED OUTCOMES 
Stage One: Immediate Need 
• Basic Sheltering & Food 
• Safety & Dignity 
• Relationship Building & Sense of Belonging 
 
Stage Two: Case Management with Targeted & 
Integrated Wrap Around Services 
• Short-term Sheltering or Transitional Housing 
• Help Securing Public Benefits/Income 
• Legal Assistance 
• Family Reunification 
• Healing from Trauma 
• Mental & Medical Health Services 
• Life & Vocational Skills 
• Spiritual & Faith Restoration 
 
Stage Three: A Life of Renewed Potential 
• Permanent Housing 
• Connection & Relationship to Community 
• Stability & Engagement with Support Systems 
• Reaching Personal Potential 
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but not collocated) will help every agency assess and address issues and emerging trends 
collectively. This will allow for a quicker shifting of resources, while also identifying patterns and 
strategies to improve program and individual outcomes. 

 

 
 
While the Jesus Center will host The Renewal Center and continue building on their successful 
programs, participants will flourish from the cooperation of the network of partner organizations 
and agencies to “do what they do best.” To date, the Jesus Center currently has 16 signed Intent to 
Collaborate agreements as part of this new endeavor, including:  
 
 

Ampla Health 
Butte College 
Butte Countywide Continuum of Care (COC) * 
Butte County Department of Behavioral Health 
Butte County Office of Education  
Butte County Public Health 
Catalyst Domestic Violence Services 
Chico Housing Action Team (CHAT) 
Community Action Agency 
Department of Social Service (DESS) 

Enloe Medical Center 
Help Central.org/211 Butte County 
North Valley Catholic Social Services 
Safe Space Winter Shelter 
Salvation Army* 
Torres Community Shelter 
Veterans Resource Center 
Youth for Change 
    

   *Letter of Support 
 
 

This integrated and shared services model is at the heart of The Renewal Center’s innovative plan. 
However, this vision cannot become reality without a home of its own.  
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THE RENEWAL CENTER: A DYNAMIC CAMPUS TO MATCH THE CRITICAL NEED  

In addition to a new service model, the Jesus Center’s research concluded that a larger and more 
flexible facility must be configured. Without adequate physical capacity, the goal of meeting the 
critical need with an integrated community-wide system would be lost. This has become even more 
evident given the new extreme housing crisis in Chico. 

Unfortunately, the Jesus Center’s current services are housed in a nearly 120-year old 14,000 sq. 
foot building on Park Avenue in Chico – originally an old ice manufacturing and storage facility 
that was never designed for shelter and program services. To make the current location work, the 
building requirements needed for flexible shelter and program areas, enhanced services and 
collocated space for partner agencies would lead to a much larger footprint. The current location 
does not allow for the expanded capacity and it would adversely impact the current neighborhood.  

Even before the fire, it was clear that a significant change in the Jesus Center’s primary facility 
must occur to make the community-wide plan for collaborative and integrated services come to 
fruition. In early 2018, as the Jesus Center was evaluating whether to renovate or relocate, the City 
of Chico approached the organization’s leadership about moving their facility out of the 
downtown area to a nearly four-acre site near the 
Silver Dollar Fairgrounds and next door to the 
Torres Shelter. The city would then move the 
BMX park to a new location more conducive to 
the bike park’s mission to support area youth and 
desire to host high-level BMX competitions. 

This new location and expanse of property 
affirmed the opportunity to address homelessness 
in Chico in a new way – both through a new 
shared services model and the physical plant 
needed to accommodate a program of this 
significance and impact. In Fall 2018, the Jesus 
Center and City of Chico reached a purchase 
agreement and are currently in escrow for the 
Jesus Center to secure the new site. 

An Enhanced Plan for a Community in Renewal  

Because of the Jesus Center’s early work, the 
Renewal Center is uniquely poised to more quickly and efficiently address the need to serve more 
people suffering from homelessness and despair.  

In response to the exceptional demand for housing, Jesus Center leadership is quickly 
restructuring their strategy to expand from a Chico-focused agency to a regional resource. A key 
component of the revised plan is to redesign the Renewal Center to respond to the need for 
flexible and creative housing to meet the current critical need to help people where and with what 
is needed most: permanent housing. The Renewal Center plan is being refined to provide flexible 
space that can be smoothly and efficiently modified depending on the community’s housing needs, 
including short-term emergency shelter, as well as transitional and permanent housing. Micro-
apartments, for example, can be used for both transitional and long-term housing, with residents 
surrounded by needed support services for stability and long-term individual success. This space 

A RENEWED FOCUS 
The Renewal Center and its collaborative will 
support the most vulnerable populations in 
Chico and Butte County. It will enhance and 
build on the most effective areas served by the 
Jesus Center with a focus on: 

• Families, both unemployed or low-wage 
workers trying to support their children 

• Women and children to break cycles of 
poverty 

• Impoverished seniors needing a safe place to 
age 

• Physically, mentally or developmentally 
fragile who are unable to maintain adequate 
employment 
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can also accommodate the special needs of families, women and children, severely low-income 
seniors, and physically or medically fragile. The flexible housing strategy is on top of existing plans 
for an enhanced location for day services, vocational training, health and human services, 
collocated space for partner agencies, and other resources.  

Central to the plan is the creation of a service center to provide a base of operations, housing and 
support for the Jesus Center and its partner agencies. The 63,000 square foot facility is being 
designed from the ground up to provide critical housing and space for program development and 
enriched services, counseling and respite areas, and an effective environment in which to triage 
and provide case management for participants. Most importantly, the campus property 
encompasses ample space whereby Butte County agencies, hospitals and health clinics, and other 
faith-based and nonprofit service providers can collocate to create greater cost efficiencies, quicker 
and more effective responses to individual case management, and more rapid rehousing 
opportunities.  

While the plans are still under development, The Renewal Center will enhance current Jesus 
Center resources and programs through: 

 Critical Day Services 

In cooperation with other partner organizations, The Renewal Center will be a pivotal location 
for day services. These programs are designed to actively engage participants with encouraging 
services and programs that bring hope to the hopeless. It also will be a place of respite and 
enriching activities where 
people can simply “be” 
away from city streets, 
businesses and parks. With a 
dining room large enough to 
accommodate shelter 
participants, as well as staff 
and community agency 
personnel, we will continue to 
serve two meals daily from 
this campus kitchen. It will 
also serve as a teaching 
kitchen as part of vocational 
training program. Showers, 
laundry and pet services also are planned to provide the basics of self-care and human dignity – 
particularly for the chronically homeless.  

Woven throughout the day services and programs is a system of mutual accountability to help 
participants who want to change their lives stay committed to agreed-upon goals that lead to 
stability. Through shared data and collaborative services, each participant will have a personal 
plan that draws on their strengths and helps overcome their unique barriers to achieving their 
individual potential. 

Predominantly, it will be the single point of entry for people suffering from homelessness, 
allowing engagement with, and access to, the breadth of services that the Jesus Center and its 
partners will provide to increase self-determination and self-sufficiency.  

Consolidated services are the only solution to the challenges 
facing our homeless community.  Medical, mental, and addict 
services need to be available, accessible, and easy to find.  The 
Renewal Center ends the fragmented services model that has 
served Chico poorly.  Engaging all available service providers 
and stakeholders into one vision is a monumental task that 
requires leadership, tenacity, and a compassionate heart willing 
to fight for a system wide solution.  The Renewal Center 
proposed by the leadership of the Jesus Center is the right 
solution, the right project, led by the right people, and I stand 
firmly behind it and them.  
 
Sean Morgan, Councilmember & Former Mayor, City of Chico 
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 Creative, Flexible Shelter and Housing 
The Camp Fire has heightened the need to serve our most vulnerable neighbors with what we 
all fundamentally need – a safe, stable place to live. The past and current housing crisis 
especially heightens the need for housing and services for disadvantaged women and children, 
low-income families, at-risk seniors, and the physically and medically fragile. The Renewal 
Center will double the current number of beds available for women and children in the 
Sabbath House to 50. A flexible emergency and transitional shelter with capacity of up to 100 
year-round beds will offer a safe place to sleep for a set number of nights for anyone in need, 
including the growing number of seniors without housing. 

Plans also include an entire floor dedicated to helping families who do not have stable 
housing. Recently, the nearby Torres Shelter received significant funding from the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HUD). Part of the Torres Shelter’s focus has been 
on serving families who are homeless. The terms of the HUD funding, however, requires a low-
barrier approach that may not correspond with family services. As such, the Jesus Center and 
Torres Shelter are working together to respond to the needs of those they mutually serve – 
including low income families in crisis.  

Shelter and housing spaces will be designed to be flexible and responsive as demographics of 
its participants change, helping to support vulnerable populations in different stages of 
renewal or with specific needs. Creating flexible spaces to group participants with similar needs 
together will help provide targeted services, as well as create the sense of community need to 
reintegrate participants back into their communities. Participants in a work study or vocational 
training program, for example, can be segmented and housed together to promote a strong 
work ethic and provide support to help them transition to the workforce. People working to 
stay clean and sober can be housed together for enhanced support and stronger outcomes.  

Additionally, the Renewal Center site has space to add permanent-supportive housing units for 
long-term stability and renewed potential. This may take the form of micro apartments that 
can be easily converted between transitional or permanent housing as the needs of the 
community change. 

Creating a system of shelter and housing opportunities that quickly moves more people 
from the streets to permanent places to live is critical to addressing the current housing 
crisis.  

 Medical and Mental Health Services  

People living without shelter are often suffering from serious and debilitating physical, medical 
and mental health issues, complicating their access to housing and employment. On the one 
hand, people who are homeless tend to use the health care system – and especially acute care 
such as that provided in the emergency department – more than average. On the other hand, 
people who are homeless still have higher-than-average unmet health needs – including access 
to daily medications, such as for diabetes, high blood pressure, depression, or other treatable 
conditions.  
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From counseling and psychiatric services, to dental and vision care, The Renewal Center will 
dramatically increase healthy outcomes for participants, reduce impacts to public health, and 
significantly lower costs to taxpayers and medical institutions. For example, providing for 
onsite access to medical services will reduce the impact on Enloe Medical Center emergency 
room visits and provide quicker service and proper care and treatment for Renewal Center 
participants. With medical services and practitioners on site, Enloe projects that non-
emergency visits will be reduced by about 30-55 percent, freeing up hospital staff and resources 
for serious cases, and significantly reducing costs. 
 
A critical benefit of The Renewal Center will be the ability to provide onsite medical, 
mental and behavioral health services by professionals from Chico’s hospitals and health 
clinics.  
 

REDEVELOPING PARK AVENUE: BRINGING HOPE HOME  

In 2018, the Jesus Center served more than 1,000 unique individuals, most of whom have no 
temporary or permanent housing. Now, even with government assistance for low income fire 
victims, the Chico community will need affordable housing for at least three to four times as 
many people as a result of the fire.  

One of the most critical barriers for those working to bring stability to their lives is securing access 
to affordable housing. The ripple effect caused by the fire disaster and so many people needing 
housing in an already tight rental market is alarming. Consider the fact that vacancy rates since the 
fire for any kind of rental units are running at less than zero, with long waiting lists of people 
desperate for a place to call home. With no or extremely limited places for people to secure 
permanent rental units in Chico – allowing people to transition from emergency shelter to 
transitional living to permanent housing – the already stressed housing system is in danger of 
breaking down.  

The pre-fire and now extreme post-fire need for affordable housing in Chico has the Jesus Center 
working towards a plan that would positively transform Park Avenue, downtown Chico, the 
surrounding neighborhood, and the quality of life for all. The Jesus Center is planning to sell their 
existing site on Park Avenue to not only help fund construction of The Renewal Center, but also 
to leverage the land for long-term renewal of the entire community.  

There is no question that the medical needs of those experiencing homelessness are significant. 
Fixed or mobile medical services located near other agencies for the homeless have the potential to 
meet those needs without forcing the homeless to travel from place to place, and may even reduce 
the strain on our first responders and other emergency services.  The Renewal Project, led by the 
really fantastic and expert Jesus Center team, has drawn together Public Health, Ampla, and Enloe 
Medical Center to design services that will keep simple ailments from escalating, allow for more 
wholistic care, dispense medications, and even manage pain and chronic illnesses more efficiently. 
Enloe is pleased to be a partner in such an innovative endeavor.  
 
Mike Wiltermood, President/CEO, Enloe Medical Center 
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The Jesus Center recently received a significant technical assistance grant to help fund the costs of 
developing its Park Avenue site into an attractive, high quality affordable housing unit that will 
benefit low-income families and those living on limited fixed incomes due to age or physical, 
mental or developmental 
challenges. It will complement 
existing Park Avenue housing 
complexes, beautify the entire 
block, and bring more people to 
support downtown businesses. 
Most of all, the project will give 
people, needing a hand up to 
stability, renewed options for 
permanent housing, as well as 
support the greater Chico 
community’s dire need for 
housing options that move people 
off of the streets. While still in 
the early stages, talks are 
underway with nonprofit housing 
developers with proven results 
who share the Jesus Center’s 
vision and goal of smart, 
appealing and quality designs 
that increase affordable housing options and services to transform lives and strengthen the greater 
community. 

The critical goal: the faster the Jesus Center can move out of Park Avenue, the quicker the site 
can be redeveloped to enhance the entire neighborhood and provide critically-needed 
permanent housing for low-income seniors, families, women and children, and people with 
enduring medical and physical challenges. 

THE RENEWAL CENTER: A VITAL NEED AT A CRITICAL TIME  

The Jesus Center has outlined a robust response to the ongoing and newly expanding crisis of the 
region’s most vulnerable people living without safe, stable shelter. As the challenges of poverty are 
continuing to evolve, so has the Jesus Center. But its commitment to constant learning, focus on 
emerging best practices, and adherence to a Christ-centered mission have never wavered.  

The Renewal Center with its community partners is not only an innovative and resourceful local 
answer to a national problem, but also a vital and timely project that can meet a fundamental and 
acute community need. The total cost to build The Renewal Center is estimated at $20 million. A 
campaign feasibility study to test support was completed just prior to the breakout of the Camp 
Fire. Overall, the results supported moving forward with a campaign that will provide a new model 
for helping people who are precariously housed transition to stability and permanent housing.  

Based on the increased critical need and strength of the study findings, the Jesus Center Board of 
Directors unanimously voted to proceed with the Renewal Center and build on the researched, 

Grant Management Associates (GMA) will be providing 
technical assistance through California’s Strategic Growth 
Council to the Jesus Center and other partners, helping them to 
successfully work through the Affordable Housing Application 
process. GMA recently worked with the City of Redding, K2 
Land and Investment, LLC, and The McConnell Foundation to 
help secure two $20 million awards through the state’s 
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program 
(AHSC) to help rebuild the downtown corridor of Redding. The 
AHSC program strives to build healthier communities and 
protect the environment by increasing the supply of affordable 
places to live near jobs, stores, transit, and other daily needs. We 
collectively believe that the Jesus Center’s Park Avenue site is a 
perfect location for this type of project. A large part of this 
program is the high level of community interaction and input 
into the design process, ensuring the outcome is compatible and 
consistent with this neighborhood’s specific needs. 
  
Kristin Cooper Carter, Grant Management Associates 
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methodical and strategic groundwork laid over the past two years. As such, a final plan that 
considers the study results with the impacts of the Camp Fire is being carefully assessed over the 
next several months. 

When ready to launch, the campaign will employ a proven and researched campaign strategy of 
securing gifts from individuals, corporations and charitable foundations – commitments that can 
be pledged over a five-year period. Pledges can include any combination of cash, marketable 
securities or other assets, such as real estate.  

As is common among major capital campaigns, naming opportunities will be offered to donors 
making larger commitments – keeping in mind that gifts of all sizes, from all members of our 
community, are required for success. Additionally, estate gifts/bequests and other deferred gift 
options will be encouraged and recognized at their face value, enabling individuals and families to 
make the most significant gifts possible.  

The Renewal Center is a significant testament to the spirit of a community united in our 
commitment to helping our most vulnerable neighbors. Working together, we will change the lives 
of those experiencing homelessness, improve the community for all, and demonstrate the 
resilience, compassion and creativity that can renew an entire region.  

“Truly I tell you,  
whatever you did for one of the least of my brothers and sisters,  

you did for me.” 
Matthew 25:40 

 
To learn more about The Jesus Center, visit: https://jesuscenter.org/ 
To learn more about The Renewal Center, visit: https://renewalcenterchico.org/  
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Larry Ruby 
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Toni Scott 
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